Understanding how J-Score™
measures job seeking behavior
!

Patent-pending technology platform that leverages publicly
available Social Data to calculate job seeking behaviors of
each person making up the global workforce.
It is the world's first and only global people directory of job
seeking behaviors analytics.
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Validating J-Score™ applications in real-world use
J-Score™ measures job seeking behavior on a scale ranging from 4-70
The Joberate Employment Topology (JET) consists of 3 tiers of job seeking behaviors (“Category Labels”): Citizen
(4-36), Tourist (37-59) and Migrant (60-70). J-Score™ is dynamically assigned to a person in real-time by a patent-pending,
machine learning technology platform. The rationale behind development of Joberate’s proprietary 4-70 JET scale and
Category Labels is rooted in statistical analyses, which show that job seeking behaviors do not scale linearly, and also
become more volatile as they move up along the intensity scale. Category Labels simplify real-world usages so that
organizations can quickly sort or filter people based on their J-Score™ range.
Exhibit A
J-Score Range

Category Label

Meaning

4-36

Citizen

Minimal, increasing, or decreasing job
seeking activities, but within a level that is
not correlated to imminent job change

37-59

Tourist

Open to new opportunities if presented,
while at the same time passively looking
without actively applying to job openings

59-70

Migrant

Actively and at times even assertively
pursuing new work opportunities

Icon Label (example)

How J-Score™ is calculated
Joberate leverages only publicly available Social Data in calculating a person’s J-Score™, which means that there is
no violation of anybody’s data privacy.

Social Data is legally licensed from Social Media data resellers (i.e. GNIP,

www.gnip.com) and otherwise obtained using Joberate’s patent-pending platform, which measures the intensity of a
person’s job seeking activities, taking into consideration time, volume, and relevance when calculating a person’s J-score™.
The platform looks for daily changes in Social Data, and at the same time the machine learning is constantly
updating and fine tuning the algorithms to reflect any shift in people’s job seeking behaviors.
Joberate uses many Social Data activities including updating resumes on one or more sites, liking jobs or following
companies other than current employer, following recruiters, applying for jobs, creating new profiles with career-related
content, endorsements/recommendations, adding education or publications to online profiles, job related Twitter activities,
changing public/private status and other actions, which Joberate’s platform extracts and analyzes based on relevance that
signal increase/decrease in job seeking behavior.
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What J-Score™ reveals in real-world use
One Joberate client measured 2,360 of their internal employees over a 6-month period of time (“Testing Period”) to
measure employee engagement, alert management of potential flight risk employees, develop an internal mobility pool of
candidates, and to assess the benefit of using J-Score™ in their recruitment efforts.
During the Testing Period 159 employees resigned from their current employer and accepted a new position with a
different employer, representing 6.7% of the 2,360 employee population. Welch's t-test – or unequal variances t-test, which
is a robust version of traditional t-test – was used to definitively prove different job seek behavior patterns between the
“Leavers” and “Non-leavers”. The extremely small p-values of the tests on different metrics all point to the identical
conclusion: “Leavers” show far more job seek activities, as reflected in their J-Score™ during the period leading up to their
job changes. Joberate’s patent-pending machine learning algorithms are accurately able to differentiate job seeking
activities and reflect that in Joberate’s proprietary J-Score™. Exhibit B details the average results of each test group, and
the statistical significance.
Exhibit B
Maximum Difference
3
in J-Score

Daily Activity
4
Signal Strength

60.7

56.9

1.0

11.4

35.2

31.2

0.6

4.3e-9

2.2e-16

2.2e-16

6.0e-9

Group Size

Average J-Score

Leavers

159

17.6

Non-leavers

2,201

Statistical
Significance
1.!
2.!
3.!
4.!

1

Maximum J-Score

2

Average J-Score™ during the job search period
The highest J-Score™ during the job search period
The difference between the highest and lowest J-Score™ during the job search period
The sum of upswings during the job search period, normalized by the length of job search period

Joberate is a game-changing technology platform
J-Score™ numerically represents job seeking intensity of any one person at any particular moment in time. It’s
statistically accurate at predicting real-time changes in people’s job seeking behavior, and also reveals historical trends.
Joberate’s platform demonstrates that changing jobs is also a highly emotional event that drives what people actually do
(see chart depicted in Exhibit C), versus what a person might say in a survey or an interview.
Detailed analysis shows that the average maximum J-Score™ of a person who changed jobs is 60.7 versus an
average maximum J-Score™ of 35.2 for a person who did not. Also noteworthy is the gap between trough and peak in
intensity of job searching activities. The maximum J-Score™ difference from trough to peak for people who changed jobs
was 56.9, versus a maximum difference of 31.2 for people who did not. The study validates that J-score™ is a predictive
analytic that can be deployed universally to help HR departments tackle talent management, retention, and recruitment.
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Exhibit C
Joberate’s proprietary Visualization Platform provides a graphical representation of a person’s J-Score™, visually
demonstrating the study’s findings.

Conclusion
Organizations looking for strategic insights into their workforce or for a competitive advantage in recruitment can
rely on J-Score™ as an accurate predictive analytic. J-Score™ can provide companies with real-time employee engagement
sentiment that can be more accurate or timely than conducting employee surveys. Companies can also benchmark their
internal metrics anonymously versus marketplace competitors, providing valuable and actionable insights. Recruitment
functions can use J-Score™ as a tool to help market map competitors and gain insights about which people might be ideal
to contact with a new job offer, and most importantly when they should be contacted.
Other practical use cases for J-Score™ include business functions or industry sectors that can benefit from real-time
predictive analytics about job seeking behaviors. For example, Account Management teams can track their clients’ J-Score™
to mitigate losing executive sponsors without warning, Sales can leverage J-Score™ to better qualify prospects, Hedge
Funds can establish portfolios of companies to “long” or “short” based on executive leadership stability or instability,
Lenders can leverage J-Score™ for alternative credit scoring when a FICO® score is not applicable, Federal and State
Government can leverage J-Score™ to monitor employment and unemployment activities, and many other scenarios.
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